High School Cello
Audition Material 2015

On Sunday afternoon, June 14, all campers will audition on this material for orchestral seating and, if not already in a pre-formed ensemble, for their placement in a chamber group. **Campers will also do a short bit of sight-reading.**

**NOTE**

You MUST play the advanced audition excerpt to be allowed to take the All-State prep elective class

Required Cello:
Excerpt I
Quarter = 72
Violoncello

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Andante (} \breve{=} 72) \\
\end{align*}
\]
Excerpt II
Russian Sailors Dance; Presto
Optional Advanced Cello:
*Required for those enrolled in All-State Etude Prep
Quarter note = 110-112

**Note** The “pizz” notes are to be played with the left hand.